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Letter Edition
By Zondervan

Zondervan. Condition: New. 0310434394 BRAND NEW!! MULTIPLE COPIES AVAILABLE. NEW
CONDITION!! 100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!! BUY WITH CONFIDENCE! WE SHIP
DAILY!!EXPEDITED SHIPPING AVAILABLE. When you give the NIV Gift and Award Bible, you're giving
the very best there is. For presentations, confirmation, awards, and personal use, this unique Bible
offers the highest quality, greatest readability, and most affordable pricing. Featuring the complete
text of the New International Version (NIV) with helpful study tools like maps and a Bible dictionary,
the NIV Gift and Award Bible is an exceptional value and an unforgettable keepsake. Features
include: * Attractive, readable page layout * Book introductions * Life in New Testament times * List
of teachings, ministry, miracles, and parables of Jesus * Bible dictionary * Full-color maps *
Presentation page * Words of Christ in red * Two-column format Testimonials: 'This NIV Gift and
Award Bible is an appropriate and quality gift for many celebratory occasions. I was able to
purchase one for each of my students for eighth-grade graduation because it is affordable. There is
a very nice presentation page with room for multiple signers.' 'Because of the great price, I was able
to purchase an NIV Gift and Award Bible...
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Reviews
Simply no words to spell out. It can be rally fascinating throgh studying period of time. You will not really feel monotony at at any moment of your own
time (that's what catalogues are for concerning if you ask me).
-- Dr. Isabella Turner
Very helpful to all category of individuals. It is definitely simplified but surprises inside the 50 percent of your pdf. I am very happy to inform you that this is
actually the very best pdf i have read in my very own lifestyle and may be he finest pdf for actually.
-- Christelle Treutel
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